TRYING TO LIVE BEYOND REALITY
By Elton J Mellum

Evil men and women can never make wrong right. The order of creation of all
that exists and lives has proven that time and again in the history of mankind that
there is within the boundaries of everything that exists an elementary truth that
the universe rejects the evil actions and intentions of mankind and will correct
those actions by consequences put in action from the beginning of time.

Today we hear about evil actions of a DEEP STATE in America. And attempt to
legitimize evil, to live beyond the reality of consequences. But you just can’t beat
truth with desire. Instead the Creator always prevails because consequences
always follow choices and choices always ARE CONFRONTED BY THE Reality of the
design of the universe.
Leaders of nations are always faced by consequences of their actions and
ultimately held accountable by history which reflects back how their choices stack
up against the reality of the will of the Creator (also referred to as the Will of
God).
Then there is always the ultimate equalizer called death which leaves only the
footprint of your life upon the sands of time. So all your actions come to an end
And your legacy is sealed by how history remembers and how those you taught
are left to carry on and how they live.

So here we are back in the saga of the Garden of Eden again, The temptation to
play God and the consequence of that decision. Even the early men and women
understood that reality and reflected that knowledge in their creation story.
So here we stand on the brink of the end of the earth devoured by nuclear fire
and Evil still believes that it is more powerful than creation. Trying to live beyond
reality

Where are the prophets? Who stand before mankind’s attempts to play God and
call for justice, right actions and a return to the reality of the consequences that
will prevail against any attempts to circumvent the realities of the Creator. A
nation’s very existence depends on the truth. The historical truth that those who
try to play God will ultimately cease to exist but the destruction they bring upon
mankind may prevail forever.
History has taught us what is right, what is moral no amount of propaganda can
change that for it came from lessons learned from life in the universe.
But today there is- in the misuse of the internet a false narrative that suggest that
we have advance beyond consequences of actions and that somehow we can
circumvent the WILL OF GOD. Now we are beginning to see the results of that in
a society without direction, without historical perspective, and without mercy.
There is so much wisdom in the old story of the Indian boy who asked the old
Shaman about why there was evil. The old Shaman replied that there was in each
of us two dogs fighting and one was good and the other was evil. “Which one will
win?” the boy asked, “the one you feed.” The old Shaman replied.

As we stand at the crossroads of good and evil there comes that message of Jesus
when he talks about walking toward darkness of evil and then, In the word
translated repentance, turning around and walking back toward the light.
We need that concept of repentance today and we need to turn away from the
darkness of evil and walk back toward the light. We need to seek the reality of
the truth of the design and order of the universe and understand it is the way to
peace, hope and life that is good. For those who understand, it is the Will of God.
Religious leaders, you want to make a difference and be relevant? Ok while our
leaders are trying to stop the flow of nuclear weapons you need to use the power
of modern communications to bring a positive compelling message that a world
filled with love, forgiveness and hope that is in harmony with the universe will
bring the peace and prosperity. . Give up your obsession with saving souls for
some unknown world and get involved in this worlds problems and opportunities.
Quit trying to promote things beyond reality and become students and teachers
of the realities of the lessons of history which in turn reveal the Will of

God as choice and the consequences show the result of being in or out of
harmony with the design of the Creator. Once you understand truth from this
perspective you will then be qualified to be prophets of truth to the nations.
In Jesus Christ Superstar the people wonder why Jesus didn’t wait for mass
communications to spread his message.
Well now you have it; but let me warn you it is so powerful you need to be sure
you understand reality because as your opportunity is greater your responsibility
for real truth is equally greater. Before you speak, learn. Before you prophecy be
sure you understand the lessons of the past.
Politicians who want to lead the people. You are not immune from consequences
in your lifetime of the choices you make and the result you get. There is no
political reality different from the reality created into the world we live in. Your
children and their children will live in the peace you help create or in the death
you make. God’s creative reality has never changed. Mankind has challenged it
and always ended up on the reality rocks of despair.
We are all responsible for the choices we make and the realities these choices
bring with them. There are no alternative realities that do not run contrary to the
will and purpose of the Creators world. We cannot live beyond reality because
that would be fantasy. That fantasy would not sustain life and would only lead to
choices that would slam us back into the wall of the reality of the design of God.
We are created good. There is no evil at birth. We have the free will of choices
and those choices will determine our destiny.

